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, Pataki pillages CUNY: Calls for $400 Tuition Hike
Large Cuts to FinacialAid and Budget Proposed; Baruch Stands to Lose $4 Million

The Governor'sProposal and Its Effect on CUNY The Reaction
By Deirdre A. Hussey
~

For the third year in a row
Governor George E. Pataki has
proposed a decrease in the bud«get to the City University of New
York (CUNY), making springtime
b~dget battles a yearly ritual.
This year, Pataki has proposed
his most ambitious plan to date,
suggests
a $400 tuition hike, a
$56.9 millio
in the operating
budget for highe
cation and
$176 million reduction in state
finical aid.
As Governor Pataki enters
1
. third year of a promised
reductio
ate taxes and facing a 1998 re-e
bid, the
proposal for CUNY has
xpected .
to the lack of voting
power tu nts have shown in
the pa t.
ataki's hard-hitting

:propas

By Dusan Stojkovic
State $109 million.
Also proposed is a change in
the procedure ofcomputing house-

~ ~':ciJNY_ -.~.];eJiam-'~~·~. . .-

mer
in the sta legislature, wher
t e
egislators
beat back Pataki s proposed cuts
.•to the operating budget.
In his prop
d budget,
Pat
es tha $5 9 million
reduction
w I be partially absorbed b
crease In
~
revenues from th
400 tuition
.•..'.::
~~:.....leaving CUNY only a $33
millio
atirigbudget reduction. The oper·
d et funds
all individual college s
es,
such as hiring professors; support staff, inc
In counselors
and financial a offic s; library
hours and othe servic .

Large

States and will continue to be a
bargain.
Even with the
Governor's suggestions, New
York has the most gerierous Tuition Assistance program in the country."
Every year the Governor proposes a budget to
the state legislature, which
the legislature debates and
eventually ratifies a budget based on his sugges
tions and their own modification proposals. If the leg" Islataire passes a budget
that severely deer eases
funding to CUNY, it is the
final decision of the Board
of Trustees to pass a resolutionto raise t u it ion,
Since Pataki became Gov, .r '

Governor George E. Patki grins at
students' fate

hold income, which determines aid
eligibility. Currently a student's
award is based en net income-income after deductions. Pataki has
suggested that it be based on Federal Aggregated Gross Income, a
figure that represents one's income before taxable deductions.
In doing so the state will lower the
number of students eligible and
save $15.5 million.
Any increase in tuition will
not be reflected in the' 1997-98
TAP award, but will be based on
the 1996-97 tuition rate. State aid
will no longer take into consideration the number of children a
family has in college and will reduce the amount of TAP a senior
receives by $300 rather than by
the current $200.

e tal part of
t
roposal are the rious ways
Pata
s sugges d to reduce
financial a
rently, New
York State's financial aid pro.-gram, the Tuition Assistance Program (TAP), serves over 72,000
CUNY students. If the state legislature accepts Pataki's proposal
over 12,000 students will lose
their TAP, according to figures
provided by Chancellor W. Ann
Reynolds's office.
The largest savings will come
"Every year at this time we hear
from decreasing TAP, by coordinating it with Pell-federal fi- this 'the sky is falling' rhetoric
nancial assistance-and calculat- and it never happens," said
ing 50% of a student's Pell award Michael McQuinn,' spokesperson
toward his or her TAP a ward, for Pataki, when asked about the
thereby reducing aid individual impact of thebudget on the state's
students will receive. According poorest students. "The fact of the
to Pataki's statistics thiscalcula- rnatter is that CUNY remains one
tion .of TAP will save New York .of the best bargains in the United

Pataki: CUNY Is
Still A Bargain

... . .. ,.~"V1:!rY·-s'tate·

:;{ propoSifh;s suggested se~
vere cuts to-the CUNY budget. In 1995, the state Iegislature cut $100.1 million
from the CUNY budget,
forcing the Board of Trustees to
raise tuition by $750 a year. Ac·
cording Reynolds's office, CUNY
has lost over 119,000 students
since 1995 as a result.

Baruch Slated
For $4 Million Cui
According to the Governor's
proposal, Baruch is slated for $4
million in cuts, a figure that excludes the loss of revenue due to
students dropping out owing to a
lack of financial aid and a tu·
ition increase. In 1 ~95, Baruch
lost 18 positions due to budget
cuts and 17 contracts were not
renewed. The Department or
Academic Skills was abolished
and the restructuring of Baruch
began, beginning with a new
class grid, larger class sizes and
the consolidation of d ep artments.
Efforts have begun in the
Baruch community as well as
CUNY to organize attention to
the plight of CUNY students.
"Legislators are faced with manybig agenda items this year in.
Albany, like welfare reform, the
property tax cut, casino gambling, and rent control," said Carl
Continued on page 3
o·
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Governor George E. Pataki's
latest proposal to slash the State
Budget for Higher Education has
disconcerted and outraged CUNY
students. At least the ones who
have heard of it.
"That's the worst thing they
could do," states Isra PrinceSammy, emphasizing that education must be a top priority of government, "not just for the sake of
handing people diplomas, but
rather preparing them to function
as productive members within society."
Pei-Cen Lin, a surprised Accountaney major, says, "Nobody
told me about this current round of
budget cuts. It's going to be devastating." She adds pensively, "I guess
.we--n neve-r1ilrish'omrschooting:"" - .
-~"t=thlnkthe cuts in~firiaricial
aid are going to hurt people most,"
says Nadine Dominique, a Computer Information Systems major,
pointing out that a number of her
friends were forced to choose between school and work after losing
monetary assistance in the past
two years. "Once again, people are
just going to have to make that
choice and many of them will opt
for work," the graduating senior
adds.
continued on page 3
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Reactions toPataki's Third Annual Budget Cut
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Ban Peress, the Day Session
Student Government Chair ofAcademic Affairs, asserts, "I think a
bunch of politicians up in Albany,
who all graduated from CUNY or
SUNY back when tuition was free,
decided to put the burden they ran
up on the shoulders ofstudents and
have them pay for it in triplicate."
In addition, Peress pledges that he
will attend any student-organized
lobbying efforts in Albany.
Pearl Chen, DSSG Secretary
and Baruch's current representa-ave in the University Student Senate, will work on coordinating joint
demonstration efforts protesting
the proposed cuts with studentleaders from other CUNY schools.
"Our first job is to inform students:' says DSSG President David
Kinzelberg, "And we intend to do
this by visiting all the auditorium
classes and talking to students. We
plan to hang so many flyers that
you won't be able to turn a corner in
the school without seeing one." He
goes on to say, "I personally have
been talking with student leaders
from the USS and Queens College
on organizing a rally so we can get
50,000 students out and make
Pataki change his mind."
The Evening Session Student
Government also plans to partake
in actions against further budget
cuts. Kyle George. ESSA President,
states, "I'm working on a letter right
now that will be distributed to the
editorial offices of all major newspapers in New York." In this letter,
says- George, student leaders will
reveal the truth behind the fallacies the state government has been
promoting about higher education.
"\Ve have to expose the negative
impact these cuts will have on students receiving work-fare, how
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funds earmarked for education are
being misdirected from the S~te
lottery and the fact that five dollars are returned for every dollar
spent on higher education."
George insists that all protests
must be peaceful. "Since .most of.
the legislators who support Pataki
come from upstate. districts, it is
especially important that we work
together with students from

tive Action Committee and New
York Public Interest Research
Group.
As. for the cuts themselves,
George comments, "I am disgusted
that the Governor wants to ease
the tax burden on New York State
residents at the expense of students. The last time tuition was"
raised, people got $20 back on
their tax returns, but our tuition

I\)

ern concept for us-and the cafete- ~.
ria prices are just too high, not to
co
co
mention the bookstore."
~
According to Prince-Sammy, .
"The American standard of education is not as high as that of other
countries; they're basically making a business out of it, but where
I'm from, education is not a business, but a right." The native of
Trinidad goes on to say, "New York
State is going to suffer from this,
it's like the State is shooting itself
in the foot."

...

The Proposal
continued from the front page

.
SUNY," he says, adding, "1 have
already contacted student government Ieaders- from· SUNY· at Albany and Stony Brook and we are
currently in the process of planning collaborative actions." The
first scheduled action demanding
a reinstatemen t of the eli ts in the
State budget will be a day oflobbying in Albany on March 5, organized by the USS, CUNY Legisla-

increased by $750."
Many CUNY students say
. they fail.to.see.why the.y oughz.ro
pay more in tuitiorrfor the measly
services with which their colleges
provide them. Gladys Garcia, a
Computing and Management
major at Lehman College, asserts,
"1 think it's ridiculous, we're no
longer allowed to register earlyphone registration is sti11 a mod-

"We have to make legislators
ware of what students, not only
UNY students, are facing this
ear."
.Plans are being made for a
etter writing campaign informing
egislators of the proposals, as well
day in Albany to meet with legisators.
"This is not an election year
nd CUNY students are vulnerb'le," says Associate Dean of Stuents, Ron Aaron. "We, students,
acuIty and administrators have
to work together. Last year was an
election year, so legislators were
receptive to their constituents.

They feel safe this year and we
ha~e'to'.~emInd·
thai CUNY
is a force to be reckoned with. We
have to get into their offices and
speak with them, we have to write
them letters. We have to make
them aware of how the Governor's
proposal is going to .affect the future of students."

them

Pataki's Attack On CUNY: Same Old Story
.
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By Genna Kim
As Governor George E. Pataki
plans to cut the budget for both
CU~y and SU~....~{ by $97 million in
the upcoming academic year, tuition is expected to increase by $400
.a year at both institutions while
financial aid and other subsidizing
programs like the Tuition Assistance Plan (TAP) will continue to
decline. officials say. This is only
the newest incident in a series of
sporadic decreases in the state's
budget for higher education that
date back to the 70s when free tuition was abolished.
Only last year, the governor'
proposed to cut $57 million from
CUNY's operating budget and another $50 million from TAP, the
money used by the state for tuition
purposes. For Baruch, these cuts
wou ld
have devastating
effects-resulting in faculty,
maintenance and security lay
off, larger class sizes, and
fewer course sect ion s; and a
$4 million reduction in TAP for
'approximately 5,600 students
who' receive this aid.

As Samuel Johnson. Vice
Pr e s id e n t of Student Development at Baruch. told the
Ticker in the issue published
February 7, 1996. the reduced
TAP grants were especially
frightening because they had
"the potential to have serious, negative impact on people's capacity to
pay for school."
Johnson asserted that this
could mean an increase in the dropout rate but the only way to fight
the budget cuts was active student
involvement. ''This is the time in
the budget year for students to
make their opinions known to those
members of the legislature who
make policy," said Johnson. "It's
easy for them to lose touch with the
fact that, when they make these
policies and financial decisions,
there are human beings on the
other end that are effected."
When the State budget was finally adopted last August, the portion allotted to higher education
was reinstated and there was no
rise in tuition for CUNY students.

SEEK and, College Discovery,
opportunity programs c r e a t e d
to serve our neediest students ."
He added on to say, . . We
are facing a very real crisis,
but i ts not time to hit the
panic button ... We will let you
know about activities that
require your participation.
We're going to need you throughout
this lengthy process... The students
united will never be defeated."
Shortly after his declaration,
students held a CUNY-wide demonstration held on March 24,1995,
joined by high school students calling for an end to budget cuts. Students marched in front of the City
Hall chanting, "Education is a right!
Fight! Fight! Fight!" "He's mean!
He's wacky! His name is Pataki!"
The demonstration began
peacefully with chants and speeches
but ended with 45 arrests.
Although the students actively
demonstrated in the 1995 protest, it
was mild in comparison to a similar
prote~ce about 20
years before-when students bitterly complained for transforming
which had been tuition..free
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The !'DOSt devastating
cuts to the State's budget in
higher education. however,
came in 1995.
Pa t a k i proposed a budget that called
for $ 160 million in cu ts to
CU~Y, which eventually led
to raising tuition by $750 a
year, to $3.200 a year for
in-state residents.
He also
proposed a 10% reduction in
TAP, as well as the elimination of Search for Education,
Elevation and Know ledge
(SEEK) and College Discovery
(CD) programs.
In response, Anthony D.
Giordano, Jr., Chair of University
Student Senate (USS), said, "Governor Pataki, through his Executive Budget Request, has confirmed our worst fears: that he
has no commitment to supporting
quality and affordable higher education in New York State. He has
recommended a CUNY tuition
rate that will be out ofthe reach of
many of our students, he has r:ec om mended the elimination of
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Court Overturns CUNY Decision Allowing 120-Credit Diplomas
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Chancellor Vows Credit Initiative Will Remain in Effect ,
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By Hung Tran
The New York State Appellate Division overturned a resolution of the CUNY Board of
Trustees to reduce the number of
credits required for graduation,
creating uncertainties for Fan and
Spring graduation.
Following a national study of
graduation requirements at other
colleges and universi ties conducted by Professor David Lavin
and Professor Jonathan Cutler,
"the BoardotTrustees decided to
decrease the required number of
credits from 128 to 120 for a CUNY
Bachelor degree and from 64 to
60 for an Associate's degree. This
policy. the "Long Term Initiative
27" was to be effective Sep. 1,
1996.
According to the Appellate
Court decision, Initiative 27 "unnecessarily reduces the number
of credits required for a degree,
and lowers the value of a CUNY
diploma-a result which would
certainly affect not only the students and faculty members, but
also the school's outstanding and
its long term success." The court
further stated that Initiative 27
"is found to be arbitrary and capricious and vacated."
Following the court's decision,
a memorandum was sent to college presidents from CUNY Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds stating
that Initiative 27 "remains in full
force and effect." The memo went
011 to say tb.at att.orneys fo'r the
.Uriiveraity have already filed an
appeal regarding the court's decision. Students who completed 60
or 120 credits and who are eligible, are legally entitled to graduate.
However, the memorandum
did not go on to say whether or
not the Itern 27 would "remain in
full force and effect)' in the coming fall semester. That question
was answered by Chancellor
Reynolds, along with Dean

Black & Hispanic Studies
Dept. and Student Life
"Black Holocaust for
Beginners" Speaker is S.E.
Anderson on Thurs., Feb.
13th, 6pm at 360 PAS, 15th
fl. in the Window Lounge.
The Self-Service BOOK
FAIR will be held from J an~
29th to Feb. 5th on 23rd St.
on the 10th fl. cafeteria from
"iOam to 7pm. Everyone is
urged to comesellor buy
their books. No reservations
needed to participate.

Blumberg and Jonathan Cutler,
both of whom were iristrurnentalin the study of degree credit requirements, and Dean Proto,
University Dean for Student Services, in a meeting of CUNY officials with student leaders, student media and personnel on Jan.
8. Several questions were addressed to Chancellor Reynolds
as to the value of a CUNY degree
compared tothatofa SUNY school
or a private university. The
Chancellor's replied, "The National Research Council ranked
CUNY's d~torate programs as

goes to every committee meeting.
"He has done an official protest of
what the Higher Education Corporation is doing about TAP.
Pretty soon I will go up and testify. You may have seen ~ in the
New York Times a year ago when
I testified on the budget. I flew at
it with fire in my voice and went
·afterit. I will be doing that again." ~
She went on to point out, "SUNY
did not do that, we were all alone.

In response to the Board of
Trustees resolution, a study of
degree requirements was undertaken by Lavin and Cutler. 'I'he
study describes degree requirements at CUNY and other colleges and universities throughout the country. Major findings
in the report regarding degree
requirements for CUNY BA programs include:
• CUNY schools are at the upI~asinAlbanyinDecembermeet- per end of what is normal pracingwith the Governor and budget tice for total graduation credits
director and stated all the things among US colleges..
I have stated here today very'
• The majority of colleges in
clearly and looking both of them New York State require 120 credin the eyes. We get to the point its for graduation.
"1 have gone into the where legislators run when they
• CUNY Colleges req u i r e
see us coming. I have gone into slightly fewer credits in most
men's room getting
the men's room getting legisla- major fields than do American
legislators out to talk tors out to talk about what these colleges.
budget cuts mean."
• CUNY Colleges are more likely
about what these
During a Board meeting on to give credit forcourses in physibudget cuts mean."
June 28, 1993, the Board passed cal education than are colleges
a set of resolutions regarding aca- nationally.
demic planning at the Univer• Science and technical majors
the best in the nation in terms of sity. In its resolution, the Board take far fewer electives credits
public universities, right up there asked "that the Chancellor uri- than do majors in the social sciwith Michigan and Berkely. We dertake a review, including com- ences and humanities.
were ranked number one in the parison with other universities,
Major findings in the report
nation in producing CEO's and the number of credits' required regarding degree requirements
Chief Operators. We moved ahead for completion ofthe-University's for CUNY AA programs include:
of Yale about four years ago." On Bachelor's and Associate's deg!ee
• Nationally, one half of all comquestions involving financial aid, programs beyond the number nee- munity college students are enDean Proto replied, "Loans will essary for registration or accredi- rolled in schools that require 60
be a last resort for students. The tation." The.explanation which credits for graduation; only a third
only' thing the court's decision followed th~~.ri§olution
noted that are in schools that require 64 or
-.....;.......
does is make students payout of "The study:oltrtt~degree require- - .more credits.
their own pockets." As to whether ments grows-ourof the Board's
• Nationwide, 60 credits is a
or not Initiave 27 will" remam ,m"·l:>elietthatCU""NYs:tudents·shoUlCi· "
"tii,icafgraduation""requireeffect next fall, the Chancellor be able tocomplete their degrees ment than is 64.
replied, "Beyond the spring the in a reasonable period of time.
• In New York State, close to a
courts will have to decide. The Any requirements in excess of the third of all schools are at the 60
Board of Trustees power to set 120 or 60 credit mandated by state credit level, but none of the CUNY
policies have been upheld in the policy for the Bachelor's and institutions are included
past, but the case is said to be on Associate's degrees should be
• In the state with the most
a long, rocky road."
based on demonstrable educa- highly developed system of twoAlthough the courts have ere- tional reasons. In this context year schools, California, nine out
ated uncertainties for the future questions about general degree of every ten require 60 credits.
of CUNY students, Chancellor requirements in all academic
Reynolds remains optimistic. "We fields, including physical educaare doing everything. Bill Proto t ion, should be noted."
,~
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Black History Month:
Opening reception:
"For the Sessie Nickens
Art Exhibit" on Thurs.,
Feb. 6. From 5 to 7pm-in
the Sidney Mishkin
Gallery in the 22nd st.
building.
Opening Celebration:
"Branches of the Same
Tree" Keynote speaker is
Dr. Asa B. Hilliard IlIon
Mon., Feb. 10. In the 17
Lexington Ave. Auditorium
at 6pm "
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"Bring in 'Da Noise, Bring
in 'Da Funk" will make a
performance at the
Ambassador Theatre 219
W.49th St. on Tuesday, Feb.
11th.at Spm Student
discount tickets can be
purchased at the Office of
Student Life (212) 802-6770
Hispanic Society welcomes
everyone to celebrate
Valentine's Day party a
day early on February 13th
from 12:30 to 4pm.

The New Management
Society "Using the "Management Degree in Business" First Speaker is
RoseMari~ LaMar, Program
Coordinator for Con Ed. on
Thursday, Feb. 13th, from
12:45 to 2pm 369PAS, room
1860

---------If you would like to

announce a.n event .;.r "
at no charge - please
type and leave in the
.Ticker mailbox in
room 1512
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E-Mail Addresses
"D. E. Shaw is the most
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on the Street. " -Fortune

Joanne Guo, Editor-~n-chi~f, The Ticker: ticker_EIC@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
.
Ira~. ~ersch, Managing E~ltor, The Ticker: ticker_managing_editor@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
David Kinzelberg, Day Session Student Government President: dss1Lpresident@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
James Y~n, Day Session Student Government Vice President: dss~vice_president@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Day Sess~on Student Government Bursar: dss~bursar@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Day.Session Student Government Council: dss~council@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Section Editors/Staff Writers at The Ticker: The_Ticker@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

D. E. Shaw & Co., L.P. is a small

~~

technologically sophisticated firm

(around 400 employees), highly
capitalized (over 800 million dollars
in equity capital), very successful
Wall Street firm specializing in
various aspects of the intersection
between technology and finance.
We are now aggressively seeking
exceptional candidates in a variety

co
~

co
co
~

Dr.Ronald Aaron, Associate Dean of Students: ron_aaron@scsu.baruch.cuny.~du
Dr. C.arl ~ylman, ~irecto.r of Student Life: carl_aylman@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Debbie BICk, Associate DIrector of Student Life: debbie_bick@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Lisa Goldstein, Director of Freshman Orientation: lisa_goldstein@scsu.baruch.c.uny.edu
Dr. Samue~ Johnson, Vi~e President for Student DevelopmenUDean of Students: sam.johnson@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Carl Kirschner, ASSIstant Dean of Students: carCkirschner@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Sharon Lai; Assistant Director, Office of Student Life: sharon_lai@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Mark Spergel, Director of Evening and Graduate Student Services: mark_spergel@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

ZJ~/~~
Evening Session Student Association: essa@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Graduate Student Assembly: gsa@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
.
Hillel Foundation of New York: hillel_foundation@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman_center@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Student Computer Services Unit: scsu@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Counseling Center: counseling_center@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
S~_

The Graduate Voice: the_graduate_voice@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
The Reporter: the_reporter@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu .
The Ticker: the_ticker@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

of fields for positions in our offices
In New York, Boston, London, Tokyo,

and Hyderabad, and are prepared
to compensate highly talented
individuals at a level exceeding that
of the market.

~~
Day Session Student Government: dssg@listserver.scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Note: To subscribe to a listserver, send an e-mail message to the listserver address shown above with SUBSCRIBE as the subject.

Other internet services
~dStU4
Baruch College: http://www.baruch.cuny.edul
Baruch College·School ofBo:siness:http://bus.baruch.cuny~edu·
City University of New York: http://www.cuny.edul .
Student Development and Counseling: http://www.scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
The Ticker: http://www.scsu.baruch.cuny.edulscsulmediaJtickerhome.html

~7~Z:>~

D. E. Shaw & Co., L.P. is an equal
opportunity employer.

This directory is maintained by the Student Computer Services Unit (SCSU), and published by The Ticker as a public service. The SCSU was
created by the Bernard M. Baruch College Association, Inc. to provide organizations funded by the College Association with computer-related
services. To submit Baruch College related e-mail information, questions, or to report difficulties, errors, or omissions in this directory, please send
e-mail to scsu@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu. Please note that due to the limited nature of the SCSU's mandate and resources, the SCSTJ does not provide
services (such as e-mail accounts, and dial-up connections, and Internet access) to the general College community. Also, please note that due to the
space limitations of this page, the featured department section will be published on a rotating basis, and at the discretion of the SCSU and The

Ticker.
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Werre recruiting
at Baruch:
On-campus information session:
February 10, Room 763
151 East 25th Street, at 6 pm.
Please submit your resumes, along
with GPA and SAT scores, to:
oncal7)puS@deshaw.com

(212) 403-8499 (facsimile)

Barnes & Noble Offers Baruchians 5% Discount
By Deirdre A. Hussey
As an alternative to the long lines
and high prices of the Baruch College bookstore located in the basement of 360 Park Avenue South,
Barnes & Noble located in Union
Square at 18th street is offering a
5% discount on all textbooks
throughout the semester.
To service the particular needs
of very busy and time pressured
Baruch population, Barnes and
Noble at 18th Street has opened it
doors exclusively to Baruch students on Thursday January 30th
.and Monday February 3rd from
-. 8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Besides
offering a 5% discount on textbooks
it will also extend a 1 0% discount
on all school supplies.
"This is an alternative to the
campus bookstore and should save

students both time and quite a bit
of money," says Ilan Peress, Day
Session Student Representative for
Academic Affairs, who coordinated
this effort in response to the long
lines, poor service and lack of text
books stocked by Baruch's bookstore.
Baruch's bookstore, a profit
enterprise owned by Follett Col-·
lege Stores, an industry leader in
textbooks operating in over 500
locations, was a focus of piece last
semester in The .Ticher. As reported three, out five students expressed outrage and dismay at the
initial cost and lack of required
textbooks. Manager Timothy
Moreland defended the high book
prices saying that publishers set
the initial suggested retail price

and ''We [the Baruch bookstore]
just tack on $20."
Barnes and Noble also donated
$1000 to Baruch College book reserve, which offers textbooks on
reserve at the library for students
who can afford to purchase them.
According to Peress, Barnes and
Noble should have a large number
of the text books students are required to have and also, "buys back
current issues of used textbooks at
better prices than the college bookstore."
Barnes and Noble spokesperson Jason Chan stated that Barnes
and Noble hopes to build and current and future relationship that
benefits both sides. Peress agrees,
''The more students patronizing
Barnes and Noble, the more bar-

gaining power Baruch students will
have. Who knows maybe the campus bookstore may lower prices and
offer better services to students
one day."

Write
For Ticker
News!!!·
212-802-6800
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WHAT ARE WE, ROCKEFELLERS???
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Joanne Guo
Editor-in-chief

As part of annual budget process, Governor Pataki has,
~.once again, proposed Draconian cuts to the CUNY budget, suggesting a tuition hike to m.ake for the lack of
money he feels we do not deserve. To compound the
situation, Pataki has proposed dramatic reforms in the
eligibility requirements for Tuition Assistance Program
.(TAP), which would force over 12,000 CUNY students to
rethink their education.
Pataki has presented his budget to the legislature, and
it is now in their hands to decide the fate of the 250,000
New Yorkers desiring higher education. The Baruch
Community, students, parents, teachers and adrninistrators have to unite and work harder at forcing the atte-ntion of State Senators and Assembly persons about the
ramifications of the Governor's proposal. At a time
when the state legislator has big agenda issues to decide,
such as welfare reform, rent control, casino gambling
and property tax cuts, we, the Baruch community, must
work to convince our representative that CUNY students
are vital to the future of New York State's econom.y.
In the words of Assembly Ed Sullivan, Chairperson to
Higher Education Committee, "We, the CUNY fam.ily,
teachers, students, alum.ni, parents, and administrators
have to ban together and make each State Senator and
Assem.bly person feel the potential wrath of students if
they do not com.e back with a budget that is fair to students."
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-Assemblyperson Ed Sullivan, .
Chairperson of the Higher Education Committee.

to increase our national mental
breakdown while one waits for
simple answers from lower level
liberal arts graduates earning a
big $22,000; and that's for middle
level management, You can actually earn the same at
McDonald's if you work a measly
60 hours a week so I guess that
makes hamburger flippers middle _
level management too. IfAmerica
doesn't get busy and really start
to pick up the tab to educate our
kids, the whole country will be
staffed by pissed-off mid-level
managers for the next few generations. So you think the morning subway commute is stressful
now? Just wait for about ten
years! Ya want facts? Well we got
'em skippy!
Not only do those Milk
farmers (udder manipulators,
moo merchants) to the north of us
NOT have to put up with the
BULL of living in the world's
greatest(?) city, but secondary
public school tuition remains at
$2,780 per year. Hell, that even
leaves some shekels in the beer
fund. If you haven't looked at
your bill from the registrar lately,

our tuition is $3,200 per anum. And
that doesn't include the daily street
show (mimes and musicians ineluded) that is brought to us courtesy of state and federal
incompetance for letting mental
health appropriations lapse and
sending myriad's of confused people
out onto the st-reet where they, ... you
got it baby, LIVE! One guy on the F

"IfAmerica doesn't
get busy and really
start to pick up the
tab to educate our
kids,... "
train told me in passing that he just
got a new efficiency on Columbus
Circle. I passed by one day and saw
him living in a refrigerator box. Nice
neighborhood but I'll bet the plumbing sucks.
The usually conservative
AARP (American Association of Re-

<0
-...J

tired Persons) is naturally getting
a little nervous and is duly concerned about the education of the
25 and under elass; and for good
reason. Try fending off muggers
at age seventy two when your
prostate's killing you almost as
much as these damn kids are. Dr.
Ethel Percy Andrus, the retired
educator who founded the association in 1958, states when asked
about education and crime, "one
way or another, all of us will have
to pay for the neglect of the poor
and workingelass' education." And
Michael Tanner, director ofhealth
and welfare studies at the CATO
Institute, focuses his research on
the direct links between crime and
the welfare state. UH, excuse me
Mr. Pataki, but an increase in tuition will put an unnecessary burden on middle class students. What
the hell do you think it will do to
the poor ones? I can already foresee a crack and marijuana glut on
the streets of New York this summer as poor kids scramble to make
a buck selling nickel bags. After
all, they're not going to college
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

DSSG PREZ RESENTS EDITORIAL TYPECASTING

Since the beginning ofthe semester, both myself and the rest ofthe
D.S.S.G have been working long
hours trying to make the lives of
the students better. After reading
your last editorial, I believe that I
need to express my feelings toward
your article.
Your personal attacks toward
myself were unprofessional, childish and lies. Your comments toward our effectiveness in school
wide issues are absolutely false.
Your irresponsible and selfish behavior may have caused a serious
defect in the lives of the Students
at Baruch College. Our fight for
seats on the P&B committees were
at its peak and we were going to
win. I had the assurance of a majority of the Governance Review
Committee members to grant me
votes on these important committees. Unfortunately, you wrote in
your last editorial that we lost our
fight for votes on the P&B committees That is false and you knew
that. Why would you lie? What do
you have to gain by taking away
the power from the students? You
have done so much damage and the
DSSG will have to be the ones who
clean up your mess. I am mature

Kenneth Chan
Mai Chen
Victoria Exposito
Michele Gross
Ivanna Gabribaldi
Ari Hirsch
Genna Kim
'I'orn as Lee
-:
IkenD!' Okoye
David Ortiz
Juan Raposo
Valerie Rizzocascio
Andrew Scott
Ming W9ng
Eric Wright
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by David Kinzelberg
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TUITION INCREASES IMMINENT

These Nit-Wits just don't get it.
Less education means more crime!
Doink!!! Another tuition increase
is in the works, (which will mean
less education for a whole slew of
needy kids) delegated by the powers that be and let me tell ya brothers, things are just going to keep
getting worse unless something
isn't done about it. Either CUT
tuition or BUILD more prisons
because the correlation is there;
'backed up by studies that took
enough moolah to send every kid in
America to college for free! Sometimes the bureaucracy in America
reminds me of being in the military, i.e., if you don't have anything constructive to do, then make
something up. This is exactly the
way things are being run in Albany, not to mention those PUTZ'S
ON THE POTOMAC. MAKE WORK!
That mantra of the public service
class. I often wonder why they call
it public service when most of the
runts staffing those offices can drive
a sane person crazy with their "I'm
on the Public Dole attitude." They
surely don't help the public (except

Deirdre Hussey
Dusan Stojkovic
N ewseditors
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by Coby L. Herd

Ira Michael Hersch
Managing editor
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The Ticker is published hi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The
Ticker editorial staff at
360 Park Ave. South, New
York, NY 10010, Room
1522 (Internet
E-Mail
the_ticker@scsu.sitea.
baruch.cuny.edu). All
work except printing is
done by Baruch undergraduate and graduate
students. All typed and
signed. contributions and
letters are welcome, and
should be mailed to the
above address (or E-mail
address).
Our office is open during regular school hours.
Any display or advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising Manager or Managing Editor at the above
address.
•

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

The opinions expressed on the Exhale pages are those of the individual writers, and do.ndt necessarily represent the opinions 01The Ticker editorial
~taff. The Ticker accepts only typewritten and signed opinion pieces ofno more than- 750 words from B.aruch College student~. Publication ~fExhale
articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be no more that 350 words, typewrltten and 8"gned~UnBJgnedletters taill. not be
published. However, when app'Topriate~ names will ~e withheld upon ~ell.·ueBt'. Writers should provide dal CJn~ eve.ning telephone numbers... All
submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity, Address all opinson pieces and letters to the Exhale editor.
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KiNG GEORGE PROPOSES NEW TAXES ON BRAINS
TUDENTS SAY, "DUMP HIM IN THE HARBOR!'
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from 1.4 m il liori in '95 to 1.5 million last year and the current pr iso n
population increased from 4.5 million to 5.1 in 1996. Oh .... so that's
why the crime rate went down.
Most of the mutts are locked up.
But you know what? They're getting out soon, just in time for summer vacation!
And now some facts from
the US Department of Education.
While teachers rated higher on
Prose and Technical Iiteracy te~t
scores than their counterparts
manning the Education Administration desks, they were paid an
averageof$10,000to$15,000 LESS
than the bureaucrats shuffling
their workload which all brings me

"C ntinued fr orn page 7
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~ next fa 1so t hev
w
. might as well start
~ to buil up a reg ular cl ierit.eh- now.
CD
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Wait a second you say.
~ Mayor
iuliani, Governor Pataki,
and al sorts of (dis)tinguised personnel rom the boys upstairs have
"been tIling us that crime is down
all ac ss America. Well guess
what? They're right, ... sort ~t. Violent crime is down seven tenths of
one percent. Not bad in a nation of
259 million violent nuts. Property
crime is also down; from 50.8 per
thousand households to 45.7. Not
bad either. The number of arrests
for drug abuse violations increased

back to the beginning of this a rt icl e
and the central issue at hand.
America's priorities are totally
skewed circa the new millennium.
Whe n w e cut e d uea t ion "to the
poor and expect them to remain
committed to democracy. we're
fooling ourselves. The poor are
committed to anarchy, and ya
know why? It pays .alot better,
dummies. When we let the people
who shuffle paper and schedules
make more money than the ones
who teach our kids to behave responsibly and enjoy it, we're off
the wall, all of us who condone it,
you and me baby. And when we let
the building and construction industry (not to mention the gun

c...

Q)

BY IRA M.HERSCH
Our Day Session Student
Government (DSSG) has now
been active for close to 27
weeks, working for the benefit
of us, the students ... or have
they? Let us look at so m e of
the major accomplishments
DSSG has done in the past semester. You k n ow what? I
c a n.t find any. But when you
look at what they have failed
to do. unfortunately there are
far too many examples. Let us
look at a couple of these.
First off, and what I consider
the major failure of the semester would be that the DSSG
failed in preventing an ENTIRE . DEPARTMENT FROM
ELIMINATION. Baruch College said adios to the Department of Education. This elimination will effect over 200 students whom are majoring and
minoring in the field. Where
was DSSG in advocating the
rights of these 200 students?
I'll tell you. They were nowhere to be seen. The Day
Session Student Government
did not even d ee m it important
c n ou g h to send any representatives to an open forum with
the Dean of the School of Li b-.
eral Arts and Science concern- .
ing this issue. Over 100 students showed up. a few teachers and administrators. two
Ticker Editors and NOT A
SINGLE REPRESENTATIVE
FROM DSSG. And then to add
insult to injury,
David
Kinzelberg, President of the
DSSG referred the matter to
his Academic Affairs Committee, deeming it not important
enough for HIM to pursue. I
will assume he was too busy
making coffee in his office. One
thing is for sure. The Educa-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
nough to disregard your personal
~ ttacks toward myself but what I
an not ignore is thedamage. you
ave done to our fellow students.

An editorial is thecollective
voice
.
ftheeditors working on the paw'
er. I bow who wrote the editorial
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two of you. A majority ofthe editors
had strong feelings against its publishing, but their comments were
. disregarded. Please remember that
you' have the power of the pen.
That power must be taken seriously and should be used to con. tributeto the welfare of the· students. Take your poS!tionon
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It is my personal belief that if
our Sports Editor did not mention the issue of P&B, it would
ha ve slipped through the mind
of the Governance Committee
as well as the Student Government leadership. A few weeks
later. David Kinzelberg had a
chance to make a small redemption but failed once again.
The governance committee its e l f had a meeting to take into
consideration the feedback
from the open forums and to
discuss what changes would be
in trod uced in to the charter.
Eventually they came to the
part concerning P&B.
Mr.
Kinzelberg made a proposala verbal proposal about having
students serve on the department and college level. The
committee was insulted by having Kinzelberg verbally propose students sit on this committee versus writing it down
formally for the committee to
address. To tell you the truth,
I was a bit embarrassed sitting there, watching the President of the DSSG make a fool
of h i m se lf'. Here was an official college committee. dealing
with legal issues and p a r l i am e n t a r y procedure listening to
1\.1 r. Kin z e Ib erg's g i b her ish. A
word of advice. The most basic
thing a politician should know.
especially in college, is when
you plan on proposing anything, PUT IT IN WRITING.
He had more than enough tome
to compose a grea t proposal
yet didn't. BOOM!-incompetence. Because of this error,
we the students may ha ve lost
our opportunity to get our
voices heard when it comes to
the status of professors.
There are many, many other
examples in where our fearless. DSSG failed us. There
er senous y, an In t e utur
lets worktogether; not against on
another. Together, we can make
significant contribution toward ou
school.
IC

Thank you very much,
David Kinzelberg
President, DSSG
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lobbv and other nuts) convince us
that the only way out of crime is
to huild more prisons instead of
slaking
the
education
giant, ... we're just fooling ourselves. Like that old fable about
the boy who cried wolf a little to
often, pretty soon we won't have
anybody to come and save us,
they'll be too busy trying to save
themselves.
Sure, raise the tuition at
CUNY Mr. Pataki, but you better raise the fences around the
houses of America at the same
time cause all these kids are
going to get just a little bit
hyper-active in a few years.
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1996 Business in Review
By Hung Tran
.•
1996 set a record for mergers and acquisitions both at
home and overseas. Some of the
co rn p a n i e s involved
were.
Boe i n g , McDonnell Douglas,
MCI, and British Telecom. From
Texaco's $176.1 million bias law
suit settlement to tiffany's attempt to lure the working class
into it's blue-robin's-egg nest.
Bill Clinton became the first
Democrat since Franklin D.
Roosevelt to win re-election but
the Republicans managed to
keep control of Congress.
The president signed a welfare bill ending 60 years of federal aid guarantees. The US and
Mexico reached an accord over
satellite television transmis-

DSSG=DAVE'S SUPREMELY SLUGGISH GOVERNMENT
tion Department was lost and
even, to this day, DSSG has
yet to take a stand on this issue.
The next great failure was
that DSSG failed to obtain student representatives on the
Personnel and Budget Committee on both the d e p a r t m e n t and
coIl e g t' I eve 1. The P & B co 111 m i t t e e , for those of you who
don't know. evaluate faculty
m e m b e r s for tenure, hiring and
firing, and distributes the budgets for eachdepartment. The
governance review process has
been going on now for close to
three years and has been
worked on by at least two previous g ove r n me n t s , This is the
year though that is im.portant
beca use this is the year the
document goes to vote. Before
it goes to vote though, the student government can still make
revisions and propose changes
to the document. A smart idea
for this DSSG to have done
would have been to examine
what previous governments
have done and get an idea on
what they need to do. Unfortunately, this did not occur. The
faculty held an open forum in
November for the students. faculty' and staff of the college to
review and propose changes in
the charter and to ask questions about it. It was at that
meeting (in which Ki nz e lb er g
showed up to a full thirty minutes late>, that the Ticker
S p 0 r t sEd ito r, Joe M a l d are 11 i
pointed out to the committee
that there were no- student represen ta ti ve s on the Personnel
and Budget Committee. It was
at that point Mr . Kinzelberg
woke up. It was quite apparent at this point that the President never read the charter
before. BOOM~-Incompetence.
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are many reasons why they
failed. One is that they have a
president who does not know
what a president needs to do or
even what a president should
do. Another reason is because
the Vice-President, James Yen,
is too weak and too inexperienced to keep the president
sharp and in check. Then there
is the structure of the Day Session Student Government that
leads to easy fail ure. For instance the position of Ex-Officio, created by Kinzelberg, is
illegal to hold unless you've
served in that office already.
Also the positions of VicePresident of Academic Affairs,
VP of Campus Affairs, and VP
of Legislative Affairs should
be eliminated. These positions
create communications stops
and do nothing but add to
beaurcratic confusion. The last
thing I will add is that our
government is reactive (if even
that), instead of being proactive. A simple example would
be, well. .. have you seen any
work done about the impending budget cuts. Well, no work
has been done and. this can be
proved. Just ask for a copy of
their minutes.
My fellow students, DSSG
has failed us and I suspect they
will continue to fail us. My
suggestion for you is the next
time you see a member of the
Day Session Student Government, say "HI" and punch
them. It just might be the only
cu r e.for- their stupidity.

tease blocking drug and two
AIDS medicine to be very effective against AIDS.
February
9
The president signs a
telecommunications bill into
legisla tion.
27
Clinton suspends all
commercial charter flights to
Cuba after it shot down two
unarmed planes flown by a refugee group.

March
5
Infinity Broadcasting
Corporation announced that it
was buying a dozen stations in
five markets for $410 million.
21
Bermuda, which Competitive Media Reporting says
s io n s.
was the sixth-largest travel desHere is the run-down of bus i- tination advertisers in 1995, is
ness events in 1996.
teaming up with American Express to promote i tselfby direct
June
, mail. Bermuda is also trying to
8
Bill Clinton signed a bill a ttract younger, first time visiending the 21-day shutdown of tors w'ith a new ad campaign
the federal governmen t.
geared to travelers ages 25-49
16
Reebok Ia unches a new with a 12.2 million budget.
ca mp a ignto sa1uteit's consumers for their dedication and cornMay
petitiveness rather than simply
1
Washington declared
because they buy Reebok's ath- China guilty of violating agreeletic footwear and apparel.
ments intended to combat the
30
Researchers find a cock- piracy of American videocastail of three drugs-one a pro- settes, compact disks, computer

.

software and other products.
Republicans repealed a 1993
gasoline tax, of 4.3 cents a gallon, blaming the Clinton administration for higher pump prices.
10
McDonalds begins a $200
million campaign to lure older
consumers with it's promotion
of the Arch Deluxe sandwich.
15
Netscape Communications Hewlett-Packard formed
an alliance to exploit the growing demand for computer networks based on Internet technology.
20
Federal Aviation Administration inspectors found numerous s a f'e t y violations at
Valujet Airlines 18 months before the May 11 crash outside of
Miami, according to internal
FAA documents. The documents
portray a rapidly growing airline with problems in maintenance, training, and cockpit discipline.
Job prospects in print and
broadcast media for journalism
g radu a tes seem fairly strong for

printing equipment about the
size of the' photograph, the conditions under which it was
taken, da tes, title and details of
it's subjects.
30
GM chose Thailand as
the site for a big Asian plant.
Four drug companies that
sold blood-clotting products
tainted with the virus that
causes AIDS modified the terms
of their $640 million offer to
settle litigations with an estimated 6,000 hemophiliacs and
their families. The four companies involved were RhonePoulenc Rorer, Baxter International, Bayer A.G. and Green
Cross.

1996. But journalism faculty

ported by the Wall Street Jour-

and care.eradvisers.say that the,
better-paying jobs are in electronic reporting, especially on
the Internet.
Kodak engineers won an
a ward for designing a ca mera
that can send instructions to

nal to have doctored .cash . reports sent to Washington by
forcing balances that did not add
up. The discrepancies totaled
tens of millions of dollars.

June
4
The Supreme Court
ruled unanimously that a bank
could charge any late-payment
fee permitted by it's home state,
regardless of the state law where
a car d hol de r lives.
5
The Los Angeles branch
of the Federal 'Reserve was re-

Continued on page 15

ARE WE EVER GOING TO RETIRE?
. By Rosario Amato
The ongoing debate to keep
Social Security from becoming
bankrupt has led 13 members of
the Federal Advisory council to
devise three separate but controversial solutions. It is estimated that an infusion of $3.1
trillion is needed to continue
the disbursement of benefits in
days to come. Yet even if this
deficit is met Social Security
would still have an unfunded
reserve. The current reserve
has only 5 percent of an est imated $9 trillion to $11 trillion
planned for current workers and
retirees. Full benefits will be
paid on time until 2029, after
which 77 percent of the full benefits will be available until 2072.
After this period it will be low~red to 70 percent.
Solvency assurance for future retirees rests on the assumption that trust fund surpluses accu m u la t ed in prior
years will provide timely
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payouts to continue. But this Social Security for present rehas been cri ticized as being tirees, it is estimated that curmerely a mask for treasury rent annual surpluses of $25
1.0. U.s. This will create higher billion to $50 billion generated
taxes, more debt, and spending by baby boomers is enough to
cuts when the 1.0. U.s are re- . presently sustain beneficiaries.
deemed by trust funds. By the
Our pay-as-you-go system,
year 2012 the operating which requires that current
employees fund social security
for current recipients has become questionable due to the
rising rate of health benefits
spending. Presently, earnings
$3..~
of up to $65,400 are taxed at
12.4 percent, of which 35 to 55
percent goes to finance Medicare. Can the economy or the
taxpayer cope with such a burden? Or is our current Social
Securtiy system in dire need of
reform? As you may have albealance will initiate an annual ready guessed the answer to the
deficit of $650 billion until 2029. latter of these two questions lies
This annual deficit will increase scattered among three different
gradually reaching $1.2 trillion solutions.
The Maintenance Of Benefits
at the 2040 threshold. But before this happens even if gen- Plan, put together by six memeration X does not contribute to bers of the 13 member panel,

It is estimated
that an infusion of
trillion is
needed to continue
the disbursement
of benefits in daye
to come.
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basically calls for rn a in ta i n i ng
the same pay-as-you-go system.
In addition it would require
placing 40% of Social Security's
trust funds into the the stock
market. A portion of the accumulated funds, to be withdrawn
from long-term Government
bonds and invested in passively
managed stocks, has been criticized by some as a risky alternative, given the volatility of
the stock market.

The Personal Security Accounts Plan, offered by five
mem bers of the panel, would
give individuals the freedom to allocate a portion of their retirement funds on their own.
This plan calls for diverting 5
percentage points of the 12.4
percent payroll tax into a variety of personal accounts managed by financial institutions of
their choice. The remaining retirement plan would slowly be

Continued on page 14
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12
GM decides to suspend
operat.ionsIn Indonesia due to
the Indonesian Government's
strong backing of it's "pioneer
a uto project," which is intended
to develop a locally owned auto
company.
14 A federal judge charged
Exxon, it's chairman, and it's
la wyers in being part of an "astonishing ruse" to try to manipulate the jury that awarded
$5' billion in damages for, the
victims of the Exxon Valdez oil
spill.
• 19 Valujet's sudden shutdown this week. will sharply increase fares along the routes
previously flown by the carrier,
according to travel agents.
20
The FAA reported a reduction in flights by Kiwi International Airlines due to the lack
of personal and properly trained
pilots.
Pharm'aceutical Product Development Inc. said that it would
buy Applied Bioscience International Inc. for stock worth as
much as $467 millio'n, creating
one of the largest publicly traded
pharmaceutical contract research organizations.
29
The Supreme Court
ruled that operators of cable
television systems may ban indecent programming from certain commercial channels but
not from the community-access
channels used by local governments and community groups.
The decisioncreated greater uncertainties over how to approach
free speech in new media such
as the Internet.
July
9
The Saturn division of
the General Motors Corporation
announced today that it had
signed the first six dealers to
begin selling it's cars in Japan
next spring.
11. China's main manufacturer of civil aircraft announced
that it would team up with European and Singaporean partners to build a planned 1DO-seat
commercial jet dealing a blow to
the Boeing Company and the
McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
13
Intel will make deeper
price cuts than previously
planned on some of its Pentium
chips in an attempt to lift slug~
gish sales.
Michael R. Milken has quietly settled lawsuits with his

former accountant as Mr.
Milken's business activities continue to be the subject of ongoing investigations by the Securities and Exchange Commission investigators .
Sports Illustrated for Kids
magazine will introduce a 16page editorial section, Girls and
Sports Extra. Nike Inc. has
agreed to sponsor the first two
sections. Gir'lsand Sports extra
will supplement the coverage of
women's sports and female athletes that Sports Illustrated for
Kids has featured since it's start
in'1989.
18 Time Warner and itlre
FTC reached an agreement that
would clear Time Warner's acquisition of Turner Broad-casting. But the FTC requires the
new company, which would be
the world's largest media concern, to carry a second news
channel as a competitor to its
own Cable News Network.
Pan American World Airways agreed to buy Carnival Air
Lines.
Luxottica, the eyewear marketer and retailer based in
Milan, Italy, is for the first time
promoting its Luxottica brand
of frames in the United States.
August
21
Pepsi's bottler in Venezuela defected to archrival
Coca-Cola .. Analysts see this as
an embarrassment to Pepsi-Cola
and a blow to its global expansion plans.
September
19 The GMC Jimmy, a sport
utility vehicle, is cleaning up
its muddy image and going after upscale buyers.
October
21
Tele- Comm unica tions
Inc. said that they would invest
$40 million in a joint venture
with the Lodgenet Entertainment Corporation, from proved
direct broadcast and interactive
television services to apartment
buildings.
25
California consumers
will be among the first in the
nation to choose their power
supplier when electric utilities
are deregulated beginning in
1998.
28
Oracle and Netscape
plan to endorse each other's
products with the intention of
countering the attempt by
Microsoft to ,become the dominant Internet software company.
Apple Computer plans to introduce a new: kind of computer
for elementary and high school
students that will sell for half
the price of current multimedia

systems.
Fox plans to promote its programs by flying stars of its TV
shows toAt lanta or New York to
attend the games, all to be strategically stationed in seats for
Fox cameras.'
Saks Fifth Avenue are said
to be making a solo bid for
Barneys New York, people close
to .the situa tion said.
America Online a nriounced
a pr-icing scheme, a management
organization, a top manager and
an accounting policy.
A Federal grand jury is investigating whether McDonnell
Douglas or its Chinese partner
in a $1.6 billion aircraft deal
knowingly violated American
export-control laws.
Nov errrbe r
4
J.C. Penney said it would
buy Eckerd, the drugstore operator, for $2.5 billion in cash
and stock.
Texaco's executive are
caught on tape belittling minority enlployees and discussing the,
destruction of documents used
in the Federal discrimination
lawsuit.
"Mix" tapes, a blend of rap
and dance songs, has become a
growing business.
8
Reed E. Hunt, chairman
of the Federal Communications
Commission, and Javier Lozano
Alarcon, subsecretary of the
Mexican communications ministry, signed-an agreement that
gi ves both countri~s af::cess to,
each other's rapidly .growing.
direct-to-home television markets.
The American liquor industry decided to end a decadeslong voluntary ban on the advertising of liquor products like
vodka, Scotch whisky, gin a!1d
tequila on television and radio.
13
Michael Jordan, the basketball superstar, releases his.
line of cologne na~ed after himself.
15
Motorola named Christopher B. Galvin, the grandson
of its founder, as its next chief
executive.
Nine West consolidates its
Cincinnati and Stanford, Conn.,
operations and moving its headquarters to White Plains. The
move by the shoe company will
bring 1,250 jobs to New York
State.
16
Federal Express filed a
lawsuit in Federal District
Court against the Postal Service accusing the agency of false
advertising and unfair competition.
Texaco agrees t~ a $176.1
million settlement with disgruntled employees of the oil
and gas company. It also agreed
,

"

T

to make changes in the way it
does business, including a plan
to turn over authority for revamping its personnel opera tions to a committee chosen
largely by outsiders.
18
The US and Britain are
moving to dispose of the remaining restrictions on phone competition 'into and out of both
countries. The changes are said
to reduce prices' for calls between both countries.
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2
Shoppers hit the malls
over the weekend with enthusiasm not seen in the last couple
of years, retailers said. Sales at
the malls were up 11 percent
from 1995.
An inventor has received a
patent for designing an adjustable vest with a microprocessor-controlled vacuum breast
pump.
4
General Motors Corporation plans to make available by
lease at Saturn dealerships the
EV1, an electric powered twoseat coupe. The first electric
car in decades will be a hard sell
because of its high price, limited driving range and lengthy
recharging period.
12
The New York Stock Exchange-t)cker, which shows each
trade iIi' Big Board issues after
the trade is made, will now be
made available t<ttelevision programs on a live, rather than a
delayed basis.
,1 7
The prop.osed merger of
Boeing and McDonnell Douglas
received the blessings of Wall
Street and aerospace industry
analysts, who said the deal
would cement Boeing's leadership in commercial aircraft and
military contracting.
23
Joseph P. Nacchio, the
head of the AT&T Corporation's
signed to take over the Qwestr
Communications Corporation, a
company tha: t ..specializes in
leasing fiber-optic lines to longdistance carriers, including
AT&T.
24
Tiffany & Company is
advertising on television for the
first time in the' company's history to expand its consumer appeal. The idea is to bring customers who may not be able to
afford the $1.8 million strand of
Tiffany South Sea pearls but
who could spring for a $40 key
chain.
28
President Clinton successfully pressed his campaign
for zero tariffs on the Information Age technology, first at the
meeting of Asian and Pacific
leaders in manila la te last
month, and then at the me~ting
of the World Trade Organization in Singapore two weeks ago.
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Accounting, All Math
Econontics, English
Finance, L'a w, OPR
Statistics

couple of times since the bar opened
By Brennon Marcano
For a freshman life can be very . and it is usually a good place to hang
frustrating, coping with a new en- out. The bar is full of Baruch stuvironment, adjusting to college dents," she adds. "The best nights
courses and of course making new are Thursdays, Fridays and somefriends. Every semester our new- times Saturdays," says one of the
comers get advice on what courses bartenders at the bar. "Baruch stuand teachers to take but nobody re- dents patronize us the most on
ally focuses on how to help them so- Thursdays," he adds. Thursday is
cially adjust. So out with the 'modus reggae night at BuckWild Bar and
operandum ', this semester we have if you're into that kind of music,
dec idedro show the 'freshies' a you'll have a ball.
"Besides Openers which
good starting point for a successful
social life in college which, if you used to be Baruch's unofficial bar,
didn't know, is equally as important Baruch really does not have a hangas getting good grades. My sugges- out place .that they can associate as
tion for a starting point on this quest their own, maybe this could be the
is Buck Wild Bar on 28 East 23rd answer to. our problems;' says AnStreet between Park and Broadway. gel Ramos, President of P.R.I.D.E.,
(that's just before McDona lds for one of the more popular clubs on
campus. "A lot of people from my
those who need a landmark.
club go their own ways on \Vednesdays. If we could get even more
people to come maybe we could
start seeing some discounts for
Baruch students," adds Ramos.
Roger, an incoming freshman to Baruch thinks the idea is
great and looks forward to patronizing the place. "I'm not a geek or "
anything but I believe that any way,
to meet and greet more chicks is a '"
. good place to be.
So all you freshmen out
there and you older college folks
who have gotten lost in the aca- .
demic monotony called "good
grades", get a life and come on down
Picture this: loud good music,
to BuckWild Bar. I'm not telling you
happy hour from 5-9pm, free drinks
to over-do it and trash yourself to
for ladies after lOpm and best of all,
pieces but definitely come meet;
waitresses that serve shots in test
your fellow Baruchians in a very sotubes lodged deep within their
cially acceptable environment. I
cleavages. "Its definitely a wild guarantee you that you will dance,
. name, " says
'place, it lives up to Its
party dsink and most definitely, have :
Mercedes Barbosa who was lucky a wild time. Db and by the way...don't,
.
.
enough to attend on one of its more tell mom where you,
re going,
raucus nights. "I've been here a

To Schedule appointITlents
call Yvette at 212-802-6770
betvveen the hours of 4-8:30prn

lUI Tutoring is one-on-one and free of charge
to sludents of Baruch College

Day Session Student Government

Picture this: loud
good music, happy
hour from 5-9pm, free
drinks for ladies after
10pm and best of all,
waitresses that serve
shots in test tubes
lodged deep within
their cleavages.
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ertnce (Boal( Pair
Starts: Wednesday January 29, 1997
.Ends: Thursday February 6, 1997
Location: 17 Lexington

@

23rd Street, 10th fl. cafeteria

Time: Everyday from 10:00 am to 8:00 pm
Bring in used' books to TRADE, BUY, or SELL! Table booth are
available. Booths are shared on a first-come first-served ·basis.
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Usenet Newsgroups: Just Bulletin Boards
By Bradley Bailyn
It is quite common to hear the
Internet discussed in terms of its
Usenet newsgroups.
When
listening to Internet users
discuss newsgroups, it is easy to
become convinced that they are
arcane technological concepts,
impossible for the non-geek to
understand or ever dream of
using.
In reality, using
newsgroups is as easy as reading
or writing a letter. This article
will explain the U senet so even
if you don't need to use it at this
very moment, you will at least
know what it does and how it
works.
The first question most people
ask is, "What IS a Use net
N ewsgroup?" A newsgroup is
nothing more than a bulletin
board. When one person puts a
message on a bulletin board,
everybody who reads the bulletin
board will see the message.
Similarly, when one person
writes a letter and puts it on a
newsgroup (posts a message),
may
every
person who wishes to look a t the
newsgroup will see the letter.
The only difference between a
newsgroup and a real bulletin
board is tha t a n e w s g r o u p
requires the writer. to type his
••••••••••••••
letter.
Anything that a person does forum for trading pictures. If I
with a newsgroup requires them ha ve a picture of myself on the
to use a newsreader.
A computer, I can use my
newsreader is a computer newsreader to put it on a
program that shows the letters newsgroup and then everybody
people have written and allows can view it. I can also see
you to write your own letter. It pictures of many other people
will also allow you to read all the
responses to a certain letter
(post) or to generate your own
response. You may respond on
the
bulletin board so everybody can
see or respond via email so only
the person who wrote the letter
may view it.
Now, for the pleasant surprise
you get for getting this far in the
article. Not only is it possible to
read and write letters but you
can also exchange ANY computer
program overthe Use net (Usenet
and newsgroup mean the same
thing. Usenet is just more
formal. It's similar to calling
someone Mr. Doe instead of
John!) The newsreader can turn
any program into a letter so it
may be put in a newsgroup. It
can also turn one of these letters
back into a program. Many
programmers sell software this
way. They put a sample version
of their program on the U senet
and people get it and try it. If
they
like it they might buy the full
versrcn.
The U senet is also a wonderful

" the Usenet is a

part of the
Internet where
people
write
letters which
millions of people
can read."

who choose to post them. A great
number of people trade pictures
as a hobby.
Now- that you understand what
a newsgroup is, you can see what
all the controversy is about.
Newsgroups are at the heart of
debate about censorship in this
coun try beca use they are
completely
unregula ted.
Anybody may write anything or
put anypictu re they want on the
Usenet. There are many children
using the Internet who read
the newsgroups. Some people
feel that the need to protect
children from harmful images
and thoughts should supercede
the rights of adults to see what
they wish. Others feel that the
Constitution guarantees people
the rights to read what they want
and that
parents must take responsibility
for what their kids see on the
Internet. It is a raging battle
which will never cease to exist.
So, to sum it all up, the Usenet
is a part of the Internet where
people may write letters which
mi lIioris of people can read. A
newsgroup is just a simpler term
for the U senet but it means the
same thing. People interact with
the
U senet
through
a
newsreader, which allows them
to read letters' and write letters.
Programs and pictures may also
be exchanged over the U senet.
Censorship of the U senet has
become an
ultra-controversial Issue In
America.
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I need you!
: What'8 an article
• without a graphic?
Draw for
•
•
Cyberspace.
: Call me, Paola, at
• 802-6800 or send
•
me E-mail at
: Lorena1212@ool.com
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Write for
Cyberspace
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.. ,D~&iree~-~pez-.JuXrl.or'.
"It has no point because sfang is alu/ays
chanqinq.

J tliink,)t shouldn't 6ecome part of school'curriculum, Gut it is

part
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Saurav Das
Loic Decupper
Michael Delgrosso
David Downer
Amr Elalfy
Olga Epshteyn
Marla Evans
Venita Farrer
Maria Fernbach
Will Gajate
Ivanna Garibaldi
Etek Gavrilova
Violet Gjidoda
Bani Granit
Joanne Guo
Bernard Hafif
Jamila Haged
Aminul Haque
Marion Hartmann
Bing He
Mary Hile
Zohar Hod
Kyong Hong
Jenny Hsieh
Tze Hsu
Krystyna Huber
Kerstin Iizuka
Erik J abobsen
Mariusz Jasinski
Alice Jiang
Molly John
Alice Johnson

Leila Kadiri
Vadim Kagan
Dorota Kaszuba
Rehmat Khalid
Snmafzalur Khan
TaeKim
Kevin King
Irina Klimushkina
Jin Kuang
Man Lam
Yuet Kam
Leonid Landelman
Bridgette Leach
Aviya Lefkowitz
ZhenUi
Lyirdmila Levina
Li Li
Yan Liao
Sheng Lin
Marina Lipner
Kwok Lo
Marlene Lodenquai
Aliza Marciano
N abil Massoud
Rosario Mastrogiacomo
Margaret McGowan
Eyasu Measho
Maria Miagkova
Bojan Milijkovic
Anna Mitrenga
Leonid Mogunou
Leah Moore

Ane Nautrup
Jonathan Needles
Susana Ng
Tin Ng
Jonathan Novick
Eugenya Parada
Alicja Phipps
Elsa Pinzon
Galina Portnaya
Anton Provalov
Sherida Rahaman
Saima Raja
Vindra Ramkissoon
Jennifer Rappaport
Ella Rimmer
Michael Rinaldi
Joan Rooney
Izabella Ryszko
Lyle Schmerz
Michael Schwartzberg
Viral Shah
Hoi Shean
Sai Shum
Rivka Shusterman
Jaishree Singh
Yevgeny Slavin
Jooyeon Son
Loraine Souvenir
Jacek Stolarz
Richard Stoute
Edisson Suarez
Zsolt Szerdai
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Answer to last issue's
Word Search

Answer to last issue's
Crossword

MITSUI & COMPANY (USA)
LUNCH- TIME FORUM
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What has happened in the US so far
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Krysztof Szudek
Robert Tejeda
Yixin Tian
Siew Toh
Maggie Tran
Lai Tsoi
Elaine Tung
Jolanta Twarowska
Rafael Vargas
Morena Vecchiato
Svetlana Volchyok
Linda Vomacka
Shin Wang
Patricia Ward
Kit Wong
Pearl Wong
Wei Yan
Jessica Yin
Azeb Yonis
Jeong Yoon
GongYu
Marcel Zagoury
Yelena Zaslavskaya
Krysztof Zdanowicz
Agata Zgliczynska
Lily Zhang
Yu Zhang
Yifan ZhouBeta Gamma
Sigma

The Weissman Center for International Business

Tickets are valid for one 'Jear at an1J
Cineplex Odeon Theater.
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The following is the list of students who were determined as eligible this past semester for induction into Beta Gamma Sigma,
The National Business Honorary Society. Congratulations to all of you!
Masayo Abe
Sebastian Acosta
Montgomery Alexander
Gail Alleye
Wilfredo Baez
Seton Bagayogo
Sophiaann Ballin
Francesco Barone
Chinmoy Barua
Dimitriy Basis
Lisa Benjamin
Livia Bennett
Sonia Bishop
Przernyslaw Blaziak
Dwight Boothe
Sharnil Borukhov
Michael Burke
Stephen Campbell
Maureen Cataldo
Kathy Chan
Wei Chan
Wendy Chan
David Changssong
Qiao Chao
Rajinder Chawla
Guan Chen
Ting Chen
Agnes Cherebin
Wei Cheung
Yukin Chiu
Avi Cohen
Douglas Curr
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SHOP ANY DAY JAN. 30TH thru FEB. 9TH AND SAVE 5% ON TEXTBOOKS

MONEY IS A TERRIBLE THING TO WASTE
•

Baruch College Students Nights

•

EXTRA HOURS·- EXTRA.

DISCOUNTS
.

Thursday, Jan. 30th thru
Monday, Feb. 3rd
8:30 pm - 10:30pDl
TEXT BOOKS/SCHOOL SUPPLIES
5% OFF
10% OFF
BARUCH ID REQUIRED
BARNES & NOBLE
18TH STREET & 5TH
phone: 807-0099
fax:633-2522
email: b&nMain@bncollege.coIn
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Needed:
A few good friends to

VOLUNTEER at

Production Schedule
Spring 1997 • Volume 70
Issue

Ad Deadline

Issue Date

1

January 22

January 29

2

Februarv.., 5

February 12*

3

Februarv
.., 19

4

March 5

5

March 19

Friends
House
in Rosehill
A permanent residence for
50 formerly homeless
people living with AIDS

130 East 25 Street, NY. NY 10010
(Southwest corner of Lexington Ave)

February 26
March 12
March 26
I

6

April 2

April 9

7

May 7

May 14

Some of the ways volunteers can help:
+ Assisting in the kitchen, office, library & garden
+ Moving furniture, helping with painting & maintenance
+ Fundraising, inctudinq the AIDS walk
+ Soliciting donations of needed items
+ Sharing. special skills: art, music, computer, etc.
+ Spending time with the residents

-

FFJENDS

HOUSE

tN R,OHHlll

8

23
Mav
.,

May 30

A Q.U>..KE Jt...-fPON roIt..£ D
COMMUNITY OF PECPLE
L1VINC WitH AIDf

* Valentine Issue

:" ote: Dates subject to change.

To find out how you can help
please contact:
Sally Campbell
Volunteer Coordinator
(212) 995-5383
Temporary offices Fall 1996:
118 East 25th Street. 10A
New York. NY 10010

I----L..----_ _

And This Holiday's Winner
for Best 'Picture Is...
ByManny Rodriguez
...Jerry Maguire. It is
rare indeed that a
commercial hit is a really
good movie.
Jerry
Maguire has grossed over
$100 million and is
.projected to earn nearly
$130 million. This film
was also nominated for 3
Golden Globe Awards
including Best Picture
(musical or comedy), Best
Supporting Actor (Cuba
Gooding Jr.) and Best
Actor in a musical or
comedy for Tom Cruise,
who won the award.
Adding to this, Cruise
was named Best Actor
by the National Board of
Review. However, the
.critical recognition .does.....
not stop there.· The
Director's Guild of
America named their five
nominees for Best a.;...Director of the Year and
Cameron Crowe was one
ofthe choices. Aside from
last year, when Ron Howard won
the DGA award and was not
nominated for an Oscar, the winner
of the DGA's best director award
usually wins the Oscar. What can
this all mean?
Jerry Maguire is the story of a
sports agent who realizes that the
only way to become a complete
person is to change his professional
and eventually his personal life. It
is a typical coming of age sucess
story on the surface but what
separates Jerry Maguire from a
Disney movie is the unpredictable
turn of events in the film and the
depth of its characters.
Cameron Crowe's script is rich in
characters. He presents dialogue
and speeches for his characters that
make them like you and I in purpose
but leaves an air of ambiguity that
allows his actors to add the
necessary stylings that will make
these characters memorable. This
is an actor's movie in that sense
and it is the reason why Tom
Cruise, Cuba Gooding, Jr., and
Renee Zellweger (in her first
feature film) give their best career
performances. Yet, the twists and
turns in the narrative suprise us.
Crowe never allows us to guess
correctly the next step this story
will take, which is exactly what
great films do.

His supporting cast do not take a
--------------~
back seat to Cruise's great work,
however. Renee Zellweger .is
wonderful as his love interest. In a
recent episode of Siskel & Ebert,
Gene Siskel claimed that Zellweger
had a certain "essence" that carrys
the film. I agree. Her eyes tell the
story of her pains, worries and
dreams. Every scene she is in,
whether she speaks or not, we know
what she is thinking. It is the most
important skill an actor can have
_and Zellwegerhas it all. She's also
gorgeous.
'; The last performance' that is
worth mentioning is probably the
film's funniest. It is Cuba Gooding,
Jr.'s turn as Rod Tidwell, Jerry
Maguire's only client. Tidwell is a
starfootball player with an attitude
ar that is causing him to play weaker
~..feotbal1·amimay curtailhis chance
at considerable financial" success.
~ Gooding brings loads of style and
s.. life to this character and presents
,..----~_--:_w__---_:_--__,-ft""'I""---...1 s:: a seemingly one dimensional
character in a surprisingly wide

r----.. . . - -----------.. . .

-.,..__- _ _-

It would be absurd to discuss the
greatness ofJerry Maguire without
discussing its direction. All great
film comedy is dependent on
direction. Timing is everything.
When someone delivers a great
punchline or when a great sight
gag is about to come up, the camera
has to be on it at the right time.
Not too early, so that we don't get
the joke before hand, and not too
late, so that the joke becomes flat.
But directing a comedy like Jerry
Maguire is so difficult because its
not an outlandish comedy. People
aren't tripping over steps every two
minutes. Funny lines aren't spit
out everytwo seconds. And though
this film isn't a dark comedy like actor. Intensity is his signature
"Fargo," _it '-contains numerous and watching any performance
dramatic moments that must be from him is ajoy. He believes in his
made distinguishable to the character so much that he forces
audience..Crowe putsit all together us to live' and die with every move
because he understands everything they make. His Jerry Maguire is a
he wants from every scene.and each man who is desperate because he
shot is set up to evoke aparticular isn't satisified with the direction
emotion. This is probably due to his life has taken and is very
the fact that he wrote the movie confused about where he should
himself but it takes nothing a way go. When he finally finds out the
things he needs to do, his struggle
from his work here.
Finally, I mentioned Jerry . turns into discovering the,strength
Maguire as being an actor's movie. inside himself to achieve his goals.
In other words, it is a movie that Cruise uses these emotions and
allows it actors to shine with its . combines a spontaneous comic flair
situations and dialogue. Tom . and charisma to mesh out this
c'ruise has always been an intense memorable character.

---J
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spectrum ofdepth. While Cruise is
the strength of this movie and
Zellweger is the heart, Gooding,
Jr. is everything else.
If you haven't seen Jerry
Maguire, see it. It is not only the
best of the holiday releases, 'it is
one of the year's best.

Write. r
Arts &
Entertainment
this year.
Contact
Manny
or Edward
at 802-6800
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6. Jeru the Damaia - Wrath of 9.Nas-It Was Written:'
"The
often does this by rearranging its . the Math:
"... We brought hip foulest nation we living in...our
m e a m n g s making puns and hop back home that night.: "
lifestyle on bad streets 1S
punchlines of significance to the
-- "One Day"
patternized/ Wise men build and
current topic.
This IS best
Easily the most topical of all the destroy... " 'Take it in Blood"
epitomized on the tracks "Section,' MCs on this list, Jeru has a
In fearing the underestimation
'~What. They
Do," "Clones," righteous aura only KRS-One has of Nas' lyrical attributes, I myself
"UNIverse at War, "and "No Alibi. " ever exuded. However, Jeru has have thus overrated this
Aside from Stakes is High, there the ability to rap conversationally multiplatinum work. This is not
Continued from page 22
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Hip Hop Editorial By Edw-ard Rodriguez
"...1 don't walk this way / .J.D portray
or reinforce stereotypes of the day /
like all my brothers eat chicken and
watermelon, talk broken English... "
KRS-One of Boogie Down
Productions - nMy Philosophy"
The complex flexibility of the
English language has been tested
consistently to great works of
literature, arts, music, etc. for
decades. However, the validity of.
it is only questioned when it reflects
a reality that is not accepted by the
mainstream. This has been the'
experience of hip hop music for its
entire history of lyrically-elevative
creation.
The language of hip hop has
showed a higher command of
English that is not present in any
other musical genre in United
Stat es history. At the same time, it
h~s not been accepted as such
because it reflects beliefs that are
countercultural tothe sustainment
of the immoral way of U.S.
mainstream life. Consequently,
. we are bombarded with counter
a ttacks that devalue the cogency of
hip hop's classic literary
achievements.
An obvious measure is to cliche
the creators of our poetic rhymes.
By popularizing those wi th no skills
and content it fortifies the old
stereotypes of Blacks and Latinos.
Consequently, the slums we live in
must be a reflection .on our

intelligence, character, and moral
values. Instead of our quality hip
hop being recognized, our moneymaking impostors are flashed
continuously on The Box, Hot 97,
Soul Train, and the next urban
movie soundtrack.
In retrospection, the art of
rhyming to storytell our untold lives
is one of the most difficult,
intellectual expressionistic form of
the .English language. However,
even this has a counterattack by
our own people.
The prior injustice to the Africanin-America has displaced him/her
from their ancestral history.
However, it is the entire
educational system in the United
States that has succeeded in
keeping Blacks displaced from their
rich historical contributions here.
There has been no attempt in public
schools to teach young Blacks and
all other pupils anything beyond
the Emancipation Proclamation.
We are taught of a few Black
martyrs like Martin Luther King,
Jr., and Harriet Tubman only to
dispel expected youthful curiosity
questioning the reason for such
significan t change through
struggle.
Without knowledge ofour history,
we cannot have the pride and inner
confidence that gives us the
strength to say we're not
subhuman.
An unfortunate
circumstance is that we believe we

The
are inferior and try to correct this. why it was created.
The epitome of this ignorant trend establishment of Ebonies to hielp
to rid ourselves of our supposed us translate to standard English
inferiority is the establishmentand reveals a lack ot Black history and
literature in the syllabi.
teaching of Ebonies.
The dialect of Southern whites is
Ebonies is the epitome of the
Kipling action taken from those. often taught in public schools
believing in our inferiority. The through the classic Adventures
feeling that Ebonies isnecessary is of Huckleberry Finn. As a result,
our assumption that we are not : they learn the significance of their
capable of learning the mental classic contributions to culture, and
process of using one language in have a sense of the difference
differen t dialects as a natural between their dialect and standard
development.
English.
However, this is never done for
Ebonies is really slang of the
ghettos yet this as a sole definition Blackor Latino youth. We are not
allows for an incorrect disdain from taught our diversity through classic
those who do not understand fully. novels that relate our experience
The oppressed people of any nation both through standard and
will always have their own culture "broken" English. Instead of
tha t challenges that of the learning this through novels by
mainstream. The cultural facet Africans-in-America such as Ralph
that is prevalent is almost always Ellison (Invisible Man), we are
a variant dialect of the language of taught the difference between "I
am" and "i be" in a callous,
that land.
From the patois in Jamaica to condescending manner.
Young Blacks and Latinos who
the slang (now named Ebonies) in
the ghettos of the U.S., the new do not speak standard English do
dialect has a literary worth as deep not need to be taught so technically
as the highest forms of the through Ebonies as if they were
mainstream culture's product. A uncomprehending, docile cubs. A
listen to the abstract, political quality curriculum stressing the
depth in the reggae of Bob Marley real history of the oppressed
and the wnrdplay of G hostface, or (African and Latino), in schools,
the intelligence of The Goodie Mob and the corresponding great
support this. Therefore, the origins literature. would teach and uplift.
of Ebonies should not demean the However. if this happened would
value of it.
we still be oppressed?
However, the fault of Ebonics is

is no other lengthy work that has
such a complete feel to it.
4. OutKast -- Atliens:
"1 never
lived up to my expectations so 1
accept the patience expect the
worst... "
Andre - "Milleniurn "
If there is any place in the U.S. that
can survive with only two stellar
hip hop groups it is Atlanta. With
OutKast and Goodie Mob, they can
certainly thrive and they'll have
to. This is the only talent Atlanta
has. Dupri's camp sucks as Kris
Kross only wins laughter in hip
hop circles.
OutKast's second great work has
breakthrough elements because of
the stale merging ofR&B with hip
hop that take place today. Atliens,
on the other hand, use vocals
bea u tifully to enhance their
everyday ghetto brother survival
experiences and gained insight.
Many times a rap album goes
platinum
despite
having
commerical crap-elements in it
that sellout--crossover. OutKast
only sell on talent. Produced by
Organized Noize, and Big Boi and
Dre themselves, the mUSIC
naturally sounds nice to the R&B
fan as well as the hardcore hip hop
fan because the merging of the two
is done properly. I would expect
the next diva to copy their style of
production for a cheap hit.·
However, the strong vocal
dexterity, smoothly timed versing,
and well placed contemplative
thought of ~utKast makes this
clear and true hip h~p.
"It
took your mama nine months to
make it / but it only took a nigga 30
minutes to take it ... "
Big Boi - "Wheelz of Steel"
5. Mobb Deep - Hell on Earth:
"Capable
of combat /
Pee
counterattack / in some hot wheels
sending shots out from the back / it
was a foul way to go Kiko/ you
know the ropes though ... "
Prodigy - "Bloodsport"
The style of flow and wording by
Havoc and especially Prodigy
"pioneered this violent n*gga rap
sh*t." They continue to master
this as they tell stories with as
much style as they insult
(epitomized in their bashing of
Tupac on "Drop a Gem on ~em').
Their magic, however, is in their
breakbeats which are on DJ
Premier's level as their sound is
synonymous with their name. The .
snares are loud, the basslines are
expertly placed, and the vocals easy
to decipher. Two years ago their
Infamous album placed them in
the top two (with Raekwon's Only
Built for Cuban Linx ), while they
are now in the top five. This slight
drop is only due to their sometimes
limited depth in focusing only on
gun bashing, figuratively and
literally.
"Regardless what the

The Very Best Hip Hop of 1996
By Edward Rodriguez
(Hot)," "down syndrome," "big work of the MC who is so different
The musical genre of 1996 that is brother beat," and "Sunshine," from the rest and is recognized for
truly needing a yearly summary is there is a wealth of individual his/her oddly, unique talents.
hip hop. To recap successfully, a shining moments.
Second, there is also the great work
list of the top ten hip hop albums of
Lyrically, one must attack the ofthe MC who relates the mentality
the year is necessary.
negativity in the current of his people with precision, poise
The following list is not a rap environment to truly be an MC on and a sense of righteous direction
album list because record sales, the next level. Both Trugoy and that makes him/her special. While
pop hooks, and bitten breaks are Pos do this constantly as they De La clearly can be considered the
not criteria. On the other hand, question the lives of those Ready former, Fat Joe or Prodigy the
neither is it an underground list to Die, "champagne, sipping money latter, Ghostface can be placed in
because this woud ignorantly place fakers," and assert their positive either. Ironman reflects the soul,
th highest quality hip hop as an ideology that isn't popular to so voice, and experience of Black and
alternative exception to pop rap (in many youth heading to Death Row Latino youth in 1996. While to the
actuality it is the exact opposite). this year. The production, nearly average, Ghost's lyrics may seem
The best hip hop albums of 1996 all done by De La, is filled with to be slang-babble, his knowledge
are thus:
incredibly unique samples and of self and his convictions are
l.De La Soul - Stakes is Hi~h: originally mastered breakbeats expressed with a complexity that
":4lways exhale facts cause 1 don't that are put together so cohesive is unmatched by MCs, past and
inhale lies... " Trugoy the Dove for the verses to stand out, they go present.
"Tha Bizness"
Stakes...is one of unnoticed. Regardless, open ears
Tony Starks' whole vibe is
the most complete works in hip hop will realize how the beats steal captured as RZA produces one of
history allowing the listener to hear some spotlight as the ternpos range the best thematically §ampled hip
- lyrical complexity and musical from slow, mid, and fast wildly and hop albums ever. Ghostalso does
sharpness in its highest form in unexpectedly. This is easily De what most MCs who r-elate the drug
gradually, varying Long Island La's best as well as 1996's. dealing experience fair to do:
degrees throughout 17 tracks. It is . "R&B ni*gas lie ... to have sex freestyle. Along with Raekwon,
for this reason this will probably be disguised
as
love ... the Cappadonna and the rest of the
an unrecognized classic for years. underground's about not being Wu, Ghost flows quickly, creatively
Posdonous and Trugoy mature exposedl... takeyournakedassand and successfully brings hip. hop
vocally and are able to express their put on some clothes... " Posdonous back to desiring the up tempo flipabstract points (expressed in skits - 'Wonce Again Long Island"
the-script. rap style.
on P;·10:;'· albums), in concrete terms, 2.Ghostface Killah - Ironman: o. The ttoots-fliadetphllalfUte."
in verses. This .album is truly a. "The .specialist who eyeoalled the "The Roots reperteire/. theluchinan
complete book rather than '3 mistress/ necklace perpetuous/ from the reseroo-ar /,serve to spar I
. collection ofgreat poems a~i~ws this curly head kids treacherous... " the inj ure-ar / predat-or /ov-ar
on the unsuspecting:' Iist erier... ·· -"Blqck Jesus" . The greatest. competit-ar r I send /dCs where the
However, with cuts "Tha Biin;e·ss,'~ .alb u m s often fall into two paramedics are... "
"Stakes is High," "itesoioeezee . 'categories.
First, there is the
great
Black Thought. -- "Section"
,
'

The choice to perform with a live
band and not sample is a
revolutionary path in hip hop. To
fail at it or get by with an average
product would label the group as a
gimmick. However, the Roots pull
this off easily for the second time
with Illadelph•.. and there are
many reasons why.
Musically, they are one of the
most intelligent groups of
musicians ofany genre today. They
understand the element8 of sound
that make sampling and DJ-ing so
favorable to the hip hop cat. They
do this ingeniously by only looping
their own band's sound, using the
vocal beats, horns and scratches of
Rahzel, the Godfather of Noyze,
and Scratch, and making live
breakbeats with unique snares and
arrangements that remind you
effortlessly that they are a band.
However,as with the best of hip
hop it is Black Thought and also
Malik B, that make this a mujst
have for any hip hop collector.
Black Thought is the most
underrated legend rapping today.
His vocabulary is very deep giving
his aliases and. commentary an
abstract flair. He has the ability to
creativeiy recr~at~ vocabulary with
unique pronunciation.of'words,
He
\.
.- ..
.
(>

:

/..

',.:.. " ;

and teach with a veteran B-Boy
tone that uncharacteristically
blends superbly. With DJ Premier
experimenting with new sounds
and his usual hard breakbeats only
one question remains. Why is this
album so short? I don't know but
dsespite this, Jeru attacks Bad
, Boys and Dead Row inmates with a
ferocity deserving of praise. He
received no airplay for his realness
but his refusal to conform his beliefs
by accepting hip hop's pimps make
him the epitome of what is hip hop.
''When I'm wrong she lets me know]
need correction/ when I'm right
she's my reflection / she's my
diamond in the rough, not a hoe or
a trick... "
"Me or the Papes"
7.A Tribe Called Quest - Beats.
Rhymes and Life:
''We all got
faults / we all human beings with
bullsh*t at the surface sometimes/
I mean we rhyme, damn, we ain't
prophets... "
Q- Tip - "Get a Hold"
Although this is probably the
weakest of their four albums, it is
still one of the year's best. Q-Tip is
the chiefMC throughout and shows
he has a maturity that does not
dilute his 'abilities. Along with
many of the other MCs on this list
he addresses controversial topics
with an ideology that is lost on
ignorant folk. Phife's appearances.·
represent his battle rhyme style
sufficien tly
along
wi th
Consequence, the new featuredMC
on many tracks. The beats are
very loud as the snares are a focal
point giving the Tribe a unique
sound.
"In a world where
we have like a zillion MCs / 90
percent ofall you suckers have filthy
LPsl b*tch this, trick that..."
Phife - "The Pressure"
8. Xzibit - At the Speed of Life:
"N*ggas wonder why 1 sit up in the
club and drinkl Say what's up to
Xzibit and I still don't speak/ I'm
trying to contemplate the next move
to make / gotta find some way to
release the hate... "
-"Carry the Weight"
Truly the sleeper of the list, At
the Speed... is a pleasant surprise
In
a
year
with
many
disappointments. Xzibit's talent
IS
showing
maturity,
retrospection and honesty that is
not present in the many MCs who
relate the tough times he speaks
of. Xzibit, hailing from the Likwit
Crew, with the Alkaholiks and King
Tee, can freestyle with the same
comedic flavor of his crew's
counterparts. He also relates a
harsher "thug" reality they do not.
Together with varied production
(E-Swift ofthe Alkaholiks, Thayod
Ausar, Craig Sherrad, Diamond
D, DJ Pen One), that is cinematic
at
times of inner thought and
funky (usually a cliche West Coast
term telling us it'~ wac~) in his
battle rhymes WIth hIS crew,
Hurricane Gee, Ras Kass, and

outcome fall this bullsh*t ltake a
n*gga word don't ever go see a
b*tch... "
Havoc - ~'More Trite Life".:.·- - Saefir.:

Continued on.page 23
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an excellent presence and well c;
styled storytelling ability.
~
Bahamadia is the best female Si
MC of 1996 and that should give -<
rise to those who felt that Lauryn ~
Hill and The Fugees should be on
this list. For the former argument, ~
Bahamadia is far more lyrically
flexible and her complexity shows
something. I will apologize for as that gender means nothing.
his talent is the reason to purchase Bahamadia, with Kollage, has more
this album. N as' ability to poeticize quality product to choose from also.
the lifestyle of the drug dearer
The latter argument needs more
makes myths of the few men in this explanation. The Fugees are
profession and men out of the rest excellent performers in crowd
who aren't.
N as' lyrics are motivation, musical quality and the
appreciated either read or heard lost B-Boypresence. However, they
yet in hip hop history it will have been given the credit of
probably have to be the former. mergingR&B/Soulandreggaewith
This is because many of the beats . hip hop like no other, and this is
(most by Trackmasters) sound Iike totally false. A remake of an R&B
Jodeci cuts more than the treats song ('Xilling Me Softly") and a
wewereblessedwithonNas'debut, reggae song (Bob Marley's "No
llimatic. This gives some of the Woman, No Cry") are by no means
songs a lasting power ofa few weeks a merge ofany kind. U nfortunately,
rather than the years the lyrics The Score is very underproduced
deserve. It Was Written proves as their tracks have a breakbeat.
that beats do count in~ o n high hats and a bassline, yet are
of representing.
not layered in any way, which gives
Along with the occassional their tracks an incomplete essence.
lackluster production efforts, Nas
Lyrically, Lauryn Hill is The
has a tendency to take the Fugees (however, this is not to say
redundant topical persona of his she should be solo because their
Firm partners. Nas is not an MC whole live-show excellence is due
with incredible personality, to Wyclef). Wyclefis only original
therefore it is his talented poetry to those who have not figured out
that makes him rise to the elite, he is just paraphrasing the Bible's
However, his focus is often limited scriptures (''Manifest'' is.a complete
tothepursuitofmoney. Regardless ghetto-paraphrasing of The
of how well you can speak on only Betrayal of -Iesus, Wow, Skills!!!).
one topic (AZ) or how bad (Foxy Wyclef does have a lot of style and
Brown), no ¥C reaches greatness flair needed to MC, nevertheless
without diversity.
his lyrical depth should not be
10.M.O.P. - Firing Squad: overrated. Thethirdmember,Pras,
"I've already smacked the sb": out . . is subpar at best and does not rank
your main man/ I don't think you near the top 25 of'the best Mes
want no static see / Automatically! today. He says almost nothing in
Automatic G / Bump something... " his appearances and does not have
Billy Danzenie - "Firing Squad" the right to insult any MC until he
The redundancy of despair in the is at their damaging level. Despite
ghettos of Brooklyn often produce this The Score is a very solid album
tears and/or anger from the Black and The Fugees do have potential
and Latinos striving. Hip hop to be a very good group.
music expresses the tears with
subtle insightfulness and the anger
with beats and vocal power. Billy
Danzenie and Lil' Fame epitomize
the release of rage and fury
artistically
with
excellent
production from DJ Premier, Big
Jaz and Laze 'E' Laze.
Hidden within their intensity is
a cognizance that embraces the
contradictions they speak of. Firing
Squad elucidates on all aspects of
ghetto life, including the art of
freesty ling, with originality,
creativity and real soul.
"It's like a universal cycle I I'm a
disciple I you could be left not
breathing even ifyou walking with
your bible...A legacy is left behind
so he can stay strongl and move
onl when Tm ... "
LiZ' Fame - "Dead and Gone"

Honorable mention should
certainly be given to Blahzay
Bghgys~~~um~~~

Bahamedia's ~ and The
Fugees album, 17K Score. Aside
from Xzibit, Blahzay Blahzay was
one of the most unheard artists of
1996. The production by PF Cuttin'
was surprisingly sharp and his
scratching choruses make him an
expert easily. Outloud is also a
very uniquely voiced Me who has

co
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.lheatron and The Deportment of fine and Perfo~ming Arts
announce the Spring semester 1997 production of
Ttl.'

TE~ nE.-\.SO~S TO

.-\.'ITEXD:

·-Bl-ing HI -Da .lVoise~
B~·ing in -Da Funk~~
II
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AUDlIlQNS

Tuesda)?., Febleua.e)?U,!! 1997
. -. \.llIbassado.- Tlaeat.-e
219 "¥est 49th St.eeet

p.III.'!!

,
See the #2 smash hit on Broadway!

9.

Celebrate Black History Month.

S.

Impress your "valentf ne" with a ticket to a -Broadwav
. show .

7.

E~perience

6.

\" it ness the award-winning, tap-dancing genius of Savion Glover.

5.

Take advantage of special discount ticket prices.

4.

Fi nd out what CPA's do after 5 p.m.

3.

Yeah. like

2.

At these prices,

1.

There are no classes the next day (Wednesday. Feb. 12) --

the history of black America expressed through tap & rap.

JOU

have something better to do on Februarv
)'OU

i 1...

can't afford to pass up this offer. .

Your new CUNYCard can help simplify your life and
get you out of line. 'You can bank on it!
Electronic. financial aid deposits can be automatically
credited to your card. This means no standing in line
at the Bursar's Office or at the Bank to' cash your
financial aid check.

it's a holiday!!!

February 18 Be 19, 4:00pm-7:00pm
The Bernie West Theatre, Room 911, 17 lex
for More Information Call:
Prof. Susan Spector, 387-1315

Student discount tickets: $25

Tickets are on sale now!

with valid Baruch College Student ID
(limit 2 tickets per student)

Office of Student Life
360 PAS, Room 1512,
9 am - 9 pm

$10 savings off the regular price!

Needed:
~ctors, ~(tresses and Irew
No Experience Necessary

Make additional deposits to your card with electronic transfers
from another bank account or direct deposits.
Using your CUNYCard as a bank debit card entitles you to:
• Unlimited FREE transactions at participating retailers.
• One FREE Automated Teller Machine (ATM) transaction per month.
• One additional FREE ATM transaction for each financial aid'
direct deposit (Not to exceed 4 per semester).
• Additional ATM transactions fee: $1.00 per transaction.
•You may use your CUNYCard as a debit card at the College Bookstore
with NO MONTHLY FEE and NO MINIMUM BALANCEe

.~
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You can also turn your CUNYCard into a campusMCI calling card and stay connected
with the impo~ant people in your life.

EXTENDED HOURS

Just activate your ID for long distance calling and you can call
practically anyone, anywhere, anytime!
The surcharge for domestic calls is $0.40 each, for international calls is $1.25 each.

I

.<
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Tutoring vv i l.l be Offe!ed
Monday through Thursday"
5:00-9:00prn
Saturday 11-4
ROOIIl 1512, 360 P.A.S.

Accounting, All Math
Econorrtics, English
Finance, 'Lzrvv; OPR
Statistics
To Schedule appointrrlents
. call Yvette at 212-802-6770
betvveen the hours of 4-8:30pITl.

All Tutoring is one-on-one and Iree 01 charge
to students 01 .Baruch College

WED. 1/29---9AM-9PM
THURS.l/30-9AM-9PM
FRI. 1/31-----9AM-9PM
SAT. 2/01---10AM-4PM
CLOSED SUNDAY
MON. 2/3---9AM-9PM
TUES.2/4----9AM-9PM ·
WED. 2/S---9AM-8PM

. To activate the Citibank debit card feature, pick up an application in the ID, Bursar's or Financial Aid Offices
in 151 E. 25th Street or dial the 800 number on the back of your card.
To activate the campus mci calling card feature, call the 800 number on the back ofyour card.

CI11BAN<c.
campusMCr

THURS.2/6~-9AM-8PM

FRI. 2/7------9AM-6PM
SAT•. 2/8---10AM-2PM
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Management Society
All students welcome
Your Career and Management
RoseMarie LaMar
Program Coordinator
ConEd

c:...

Q)

Refreshments
Thursday
12:45 PM - 2:00 PM
February 13,1997
1860 / 360 PAS

Cumulative Men's Basketball Stats

si7s:

SEIZED CARS from
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A- 3194 for current listings.
$l000's POSSIBLE READING BOOKS.
. Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1) 800-218-9000
Ext. R- 3194 for Listings.

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes from pennies on $1.
Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free (10800-218-9000 Ext. H- 3194 for current listings.

* $200-$500 WEEKLY *
Mailing phone cards. No experience necessary.
For more information send a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Global Communication, P.O. Box 5679, Hollywood, FL 33083
HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings your local area. Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT C200

56

FOR

t

POSe

No reservations needed!· .
Call for overnight package prices!
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SKI THE DIFFERENCE

--.:.:-. ~ - - :-.'.:::., >: ::' .

G GS

FG%

PTS_

FT%

3FG%

G
G
G

:

F
F

INTHE

CATSKILL FOREST PRESERVE

HIGH GAME

REB.

RPG

AST.

BLK TO

STL

"0

Joe Liberato
13
John Percodani 13
Leonard Mitchell 13
Anthony Hamilton 13
Scott Holloway
5
Richard Paul
11
Perry Tsilogiannis 13
Niall Bernard
13
Mahmut Bayazit
8
Andres Jimenez
8
Andy Petrov
3
John Rivera
5
Victor Brovin
3
Mike Kotrozos*
8

,546
,505
.393
.569
.433
.476
.321
.448
.333
.200
.250
.167
1.000
.222

13
13
9
9
3
3
2

12
0
0
0
0
0
1

.429
.550
.111
.000
.364
,500
.167

255
153
119'
92
73
58
41
35
19
7
3

.595
.706
.662
.345
.684
.680
.800
.429
.545
.714
.333

.500
.000
.000

2

.000
.667

.077

2
15

19.6
11.8
9.2
7.1

14.6
5.3
3.2
2.7
2.4
0.9
1.0
0.4
0.7
1.9

31
20
16
19
20
14
9
7
9
3
2
2
2
5

105
46
72
52
19
60
20
65
7
6
1
2

2
4

8.1
3.5
5.5
4,0
3.8
5.5
1.5
.
5.0
0.9
0,8
0.3
0.4
0.7
0,5

40
54
30
8
18
15
7
6
3
1

a
1
0
5

40
23
13
3

8
3
16

68
65

o

23

9

0
11
1
5
2
1
0
0
0
2

26
16
11
18

11
7
6
2
3
0
0
1
2
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1
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* No longer on team

Great snow, friendly staff,

Bold denotes team leader
~'t.,

_.. _ ......

BEST PLACE
TO LEARN TO SKI~

I

in The East, SKIING Magazine

800.942.6904 914.254.5600
HI. 28 Highmount, NY
Operated by the NYS Dept of
Environmental Conservation as a
year-round recreational facility.
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Tired Statesmen Fall to Stevens Tech
By MingWong
into Tech's lead, but a three pointer
Coming off a three game on the other end quieted the
winning streak, capturing Statesmen's charge.
the Patchogue Tornament,
A Mitchell jumper and foul
and the return of guard Scott trimmed the lead once again, but
Holloway, there were plenty Baruch failed to put together a deof reasons forth eStatesmen cent run.
John Percodani's
to have added optimism for midcourt steal and layup got Baruch
the second half of the sea- within ten points, 63-53, But
son. On top of that was a Stevens Tech closed out the game
game against a formidable with a 17 -7 run.
Stevens Tech team tha t
Every time the Statesmen atwould serve as a measuring tempted a comeback, Tech retali.stick of the team's progress. ated .by raising the tempo of the
Unfortunately the States- game. It was an uphill battle the·
men did not quite measure entire time for Baruch, and it was
up to the strong play of not made any easier by Tech's a gStevens Tech and fell 80- 60 gressive play, styming the Stateson Thursday, Janua-ry 23rd. men at every turn.
The Statesmen started off
Assistant Coach Gary Siano said,
the game sloppily. The first "There was a lot of effort (on
five minutes saw four Baruch'spart)andthehustleplays
Baruch turnovers and only went the other way. There weren't
one point en route to a 9 any second opportunities for us."
point deficit.
The effort seemed to be apparent,
Baruch eventually settled but the Statesmen were clearly
down midway into the first overmatched and outplayed.
half and trailed 16-12. The Baruch's frontline did not match
Statesmen played a stingy up well with Tech's huge frontline,
defense that held Tech score- and the Statesmen's guards had
less for a four minute problems chasing around Tech's
stretch. Leonard Mitchell's quicker guards. Tech's point guard
(CUNYAC Rookie of the routinely sliced into the middle,
Week) slashing finger roll which opened up the court and creand subsequent foul cut the ated oppurtunities for th.eir big
lead to one, but it was the men.
e losest Baruch got for the
After the game Coach Rankis said,
rest of the game.
"We're a tired team." Baruch has
With seven minutes to go been busy over the past week, comin the first half, Stevens peting in the Patchogue TournaTech went on a 13-2 run to ment over the weekend, and a game
take a 35-22 halftime lead against City .College two nights
into the locker room. This prror.
stretch was highlighted by
Coach Rankis simply added, "I'm
Tech forward Rich Berry's not upset. I was proud of th.e team.
t.hun derous alley-oop slam They just had their 'A' game, and
on an inbounds pass. Add- we didn't."
ing injury to insult, Baruch's
Game Notes: The lossdropped Baruch's
leading
scorer.
and record to 5-10...Game was only Scott
rebounder, Joe Liberato, left Holloway's seventh ofthe season and he
the game wi tha right shoul- is second on the team in scoring with
der inj ury before the half, 14.6 ppg.... Dumb play of the game:
and was done for the game.
Stevens Tech forward Rahim Alexander
The second half was more being hit with a technical for taunting·
of the same. Baruch kept after he soared in for a Statue of Liberty
things close with mini spurts jam...Joe Liberato's shoulder injury was
here and there.
assessed as "minor", and he should be
Scott Holloway's bucket available for the Statesmen's next game
and. successful foul sh~~
,c~t. "J: .~ conf~~~,?pponentI~bmap.. .
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TRAILWAYS SKI BUS/Port Authority
Departs daily 7am-Returns 7:30 pm

" • •' - . . - . - . . . "." .. ;'"

--i
n'

Conference: 0-3

~

ROUND TRIP BUS, LIFT TICKET
& ~ffi~~ BEGINNER LESSON!

Relaxed natural atmosphere,
33 trails beginner to expert,
Snowboard park & FREE X-C Skiing
Exit 19 NYS Thruway, 2-1/2 hr from NYC
College students & faculty:
$21 lift ticket midweek, non-holiday

co
co
~
•

Stats based on 13 games
WON: 5
LOST: 9
Horne: 2-2 Away: 1-6

www.belleayre.com

Receptionist PositionStarting in early March. Doctor's office
on 67th & 3rd Avenue. Flexible hours &
pleasant working conditions.
Call 516- 795~ 1645 weekdays.
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Are you a personwho
is not satisfied with
thecove~ageofClnSr{

(specifically Baruch)
Sports in the local
media?

-Tfyou "are;···c·ome· join' ....- ..

our team. We at the
Ticker are looking for
people who are interestedin
"
sports,
and
other
ar..
eas ofthe pap~r. Jour:.
nalism
students
shouldbe up here anyway, but
we are interested in
all applicants. Just
come ,up to Room
1521, at 360 PAS, and
talk to an
editor. You'll be glad
you did!!
.
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January 29, 1997

C C I Con Edison
Men's Basketball Standings
~

outh Division

L... £.£L...

~

L-

Pet.

- H.!2me

AW·iI~

1. Staten Island

5

1

.833

11

3

.786

6-0

5-3

2. York

4

1

.750

10

4

.714

4-1

6-3

3. Hunter

2

3

.400

4

11

.267

1-6

3-5

4 . . :M:edgar Evers '(.

1

4

.200

4

12

.250

2-2

2-10

5. Brooklyn

0

6

.000

4

10

.286

2-4

2-6

L...

~L...

~

orth ·Division

.lI..!lme . . Awa;y
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